
 

 

FIND ERROR 
Assignment 1: 

 

1. All know (a)/that Rani is (b)/the most unique speaker (c)/of her class (d)/No error (e) 
2. That was (a)/the most unique opportunity (b)/he got in his life (c)/No error (d) 
3. Math (a)/is his (b)/most toughest subject (c)/no error (d) 
4. My observation is that (a)/between Ragav and (b)/Deepa, Ragav is (c)/the most intelligent (d)/No error (e) 
5. Our conclusion is that (a)/between Vinayak and (b)/Lobo, Vinayak is (c)/the most honest (d)/ no error (e) 
6. Students will be (a)/the worse affected (b)/by the public transport (c)/strike next week (d)/no error (e) 
7. Bharatpur is transforming into (a)/India’s most fastest growing bird sanctuary (b)/attracting thousands of 

rare migratory birds (c)/from Europe and Siberia (d)/No error (e) 
8. The recent election campaign (a)/has been one of (b)/the most noisiest campaigns (c)/in the last decade 

(d)/no error (e) 
9. He is the most (a)/intelligent and also (b)/the very talented (c)/student of the college (d)/No error (e) 
10. According to the team manager (a)/the captain’s performance was (b)/worse of all (c)/players in the team 

(d)/No error (e) 
11. By all standards (a)/he is a best solider (b)/our military school (c)/has produced so far (d)/No error (e) 
12. Of all the friends (a)/I have had, he is the most helpful (b)/and less arrogant (c)/No error (d) 
13. Everyone felt that (a)/the big glittering diamond (b)/was most unique (c)/No error (d) 
14. Between all the (a)/girls in the class Reemu (b)/is the most gentle (c)/No error (d) 
15. This is the most (a)/perfect piece of art that you have (b)/kept for her, because only she has (c)/the 

aesthetics it (d)/No error (e) 
16. Sunil is (a)/a best student (b)/in our class (c)/at present (d)/no error (e) 
17. When it comes to comparsion (a)/between the two,(b)/quality is most (c)/important than quality (d)/no 

error (e) 
18. He is the (a)/better goal keeper (b)/in the team (c)/no error (d) 
19. My aunt (a)/was first (b)/to get a degree (c)/no error (d) 
20. He is (a)/best player (b)/in India (c)/No error (d) 
21. A biggest problem (a)/confronting them (b)/is the lack of time (c)/No error (d) 
22. This (a)/is (b)/the best of the two books (c)/No error (d) 
23. Some of the more best (a)/preserved pre – Columbian chiff (b)/dwelling in the United states (c)/are 

located Nation parkin in Colorado (d)/No error (e) 
24. Of all the models (a)/Jessica is (b)/the more good looking one (c)/No error (d) 
25. Remma is the tallest (a)/of my two daughters (b)/even though she is (c)/5 years younger (d)/no error (e) 
26. The cheetah can run (a)/faster than the gazelle; it is (b)/the speediest of the two (c)/No error (e) 
Directions (27): Some parts of a sentence have been underlined. Find out the part that contains the error: 
27. They (a) are both excellent books (b)but this one (c) is best (d) 
28. Mango, the most unique fruit (a)/is available in India (b)/in plenty (c)/No error (d) 
 
ANSWER: 
1.(c) 2. (b) 3. (c) 4. (d) 5. (d) 6. (b) 7. (b) 8. (c) 9. (c) 10. (c) 
11. (b) 12. (c) 13. (c) 14. (a) 15. (a) 16. (b) 17. (c) 18. (b) 19. (b) 20. (b) 
21. (a) 22. (c) 23. (a) 24. (c) 25. (a) 26. (c) 27. (d) 28. (a) 

Assignment 2: 

 



 

 

1. I tried on both the dresses (a)/and finally decided (b)/to buy the expensive one (c)/No error (d) 

2. The higher we climb (a)/up the mountain peak (b)/the cooler (c)/we feel (d)/No error (e) 

3. German cameras are (a)/more expensive but (b)/they are more better (c)/no error (d) 

4. I prefer a (a)/brisk walk (b)/than a jogging (c)/No error (d) 

5. Madhuri is (a)/more prettier (b)/than her (c)/sister (d)/No error (e) 

6. Death (a)/is (b)/preferable (c)/than life (d)/no error (e) 

7. The girl said (a)/that she preferred (b)/the blue gown (c)/than the black one (d)/no error (e) 

8. Raju cannot (a)/walk much than (b)/two miles (c)/at a stretch (d)/no error (e) 

9. Left to himself (a)/Inder prefers (b)/travelling by bus (c)/ than travelling by train (d)/no error (e) 

10. The link road has (a)/now become (b)/the roughest road than (c)/any other road in the city (d)/no error (e) 

11. Implementing these measures (a)/will help the government ()b /to save more of (c)/400 crores each years 

(d)/no error (d) 

12. Indigenous medicines have little side–effect, (a)/are cheaper and distinctly superior than (b)/modern 

allopathic drugs (c)/in certain respects (d)/no error (e) 

13. When Charles was (a)/in hospital (b)/his sister sent (c)/much fruit than his uncle (d)/no error (e) 

14. The director prefers (a)/your  plan than (b)/that given by (c)/the other members of the committee (d)/no 

error (e) 

15. More your (a)/think of it (b)/the worse it becomes (c)/no error (d) 

16. This watch is superior (a)/and more expensive (b)/than that one (c)/no error (d) 

17. Your sari (a)/is superior (b)/to mine (c)/no error (d) 

18. In his old age (a)/a person is likely to get (b)/more weak day by day (c)/no error (d) 

19. I am more lonelier (a)/here than (b)/I was in the USA (c)/no error (d) 

20. Ram was (a)/senior to (b)/Sam in college (c)/no error (d) 

21. Thanks to medical research (a)/our lives have become (b)/healthier and long (c)/no error (d) 

22. He is (a)/junior than the team leader (b)/by only a few months (c)/no error (d) 

23. People prefer to be identified (a)/by their caste, community of religion first (b)/rather to be known as 

Indians first (c)/no error (d) 

24. Engines used in space shuttles (a)/are much larger (b)/and more strong than the ones use in jet planes 

(c)/no error (d) 

25. Every one of us (a)/knows that given (b)/an option he prefers (c)/cold drink than coffee (d)/No error (e) 

26. Our new playground (a)/is big (b)/and cleaner (c)/than theirs (d)/no error (e) 

27. Given a choice (a)/I will prefer working (b)/in the field to (c)/by train (d)/no error (e) 

28. In our area (a)/the journey by bus (b)/is quick and safe than (c)/by train (d)/no error (e) 

29. Mahesh who was (a)/junior in most (b)/other employees in his office (c)/has been promoted (d)/no error 

(e) 

30. Anjali’s performance in the (a)/drama was best than (b)/Deepali’s but not (c)/as good as Vaishali’s (d)/no 

error (e) 

31. Dileep’s performance in the (a)/film was worst than (b)/Amit’s but was not (c)/as bad as Vinod’s  (d)/no 

error (e) 

32. The teacher said (a)/that Ajay was (b)/capable of doing (c)/more better work (d)/No error (e) 

33. I prefer (a)/interacting with (b)/computers to (c)/human beings (d)/no error (e) 



 

 

34. Ordinarily, when in difficulty (a)/Renuka prefers keeping her counsel (b)/than running about (c)/taking 

advice (d)/no error (e) 

35. It is always easy (a)/to talk about a thing (b)/than to do (c)/it ourselves (d)/no error (e) 

36. A more irrational world (a)/to this one in which (b)/we presently live could (c)/hardly be conceived (d)/no 

error (e) 

37. Nowhere is the resulting (a)/confusion more evident (b)/except in campaign speeches made by 

(c)/different same party (d)/no error (e) 

Direction (38): Some parts of a sentence have been underlined. Find out the part that contains the error. 

38. No other quality for (a)/a doctor is more important (b)/as to be kind (c)/to his patients. No error (d) 

39. The interviewer asked me (a)/if I knew that (b)/Kalidas was the greater (c)/than any other poet (d)/no 

error (e) 

40. Some people get (a)/used to changes (b)/very easily than (c)/others do (d)/no error (e) 

41. His composition (a)/is inferior (b)/than mine (c)/no error (d) 

42. After tasting both (a)/john prefers (b)/tea than office (c)/no error (d) 

43. It is better (a)/to keep one’s head in the face of danger than (b)/losing one’s courage (c)/No error (d) 

44. As a dramatist (a)/Shaw is superior than (b)/any other twentieth century writer (c)/No error (d) 

45. Mutton is more hard (a)/to digest (b)/than vegetables (c)/no error (d) 

46. Right from his childhood (a)/he used to prefer (b)/sports than studies (c)/No error (d) 

47. I prefer (a)/my job (b)/to yours (c)/no error (d) 

48. Anurag is eclipsed by his wife (a)/who is much clerver and (b)/more amusing than he is (c)/no error (d) 

 

 

ANSWER: 

1.(c) 2. (e) 3. (c) 4. (c) 5. (b) 6. (d) 7. (d) 8. (b) 9.(d) 10.(c) 

11.(c) 12. (b) 13. (d) 14. (b) 15. (a) 16. (a) 17. (d) 18. (c) 19. (a) 20. (d) 

21.(c) 22. (b) 23. (c) 24. (c) 25. (d) 26. (b) 27. (e) 28. (c) 29.(b) 30. (b) 

31. (b) 32. (d) 33. (e) 34. (c) 35. (a) 36. (b) 37. (c) 38. (c) 39. (c) 40. (c) 

41.(c) 42. (c) 43. (c) 44. (b) 45. (a) 46.(c) 47. (d) 48. (d)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assignment 3: 

 

1. It rained much more heavily on Monday then it did last night. 

(a) On Monday than 

(b) On Monday as 



 

 

(c) From Monday then 

(d) During Monday as 

(e) No correction required 

 

2. The smoke if inhaled proves to be more fatal than the burn itself. 

(a) Be most fatal 

(b) Kill more fatal 

(c) Be additional fatal 

(d) Be greater fatal 

(e) No correction required 

 

3. Manoj was many better at sports than Anurag. 

(a) Much good than 

(b) Many god to 

(c) Much better at 

(d) Much better than 

(e) No correction required 

 

 

4. India and China have many large numberof educated workers than Brazil. 

(a) A larger number  

(b) The largest number 

(c) Large numbers 

(d) Very larger number 

(e) No correction required 

 

5. A friendship founded on business is best than a business founded on friendship. 

(a) Is good than 

(b) Is better than 

(c) Is bestest than 

(d) Is better then 

(e) No correction required 

 

 

 

6. It is easy for children than for adults to learn a new language. 

(a) Very easy to children as 

(b) Easy as for children as 

(c) As easy as children 

(d) Easier for children than 

(e) No correction required 



 

 

 

7. The performance of our players was rather worst than I had excepted. 

(a) Bad as I had expected 

(b) Worse than I had expected 

(c) Worse than expectation 

(d) Worst than was excepted 

(e) No correction required 

 

8. I prefer travelling by bus than by train. 

(a) Travelling by bus to travelling  

(b) To travel by bus than 

(c) Travelling by bus as 

(d) To travelling by bus than 

(e) No correction required 

 

9. The more we look at these carvings, the more life we perceive hidden within them. 

(a) The life we perceive more hidden 

(b) We perceive life more hidden 

(c) More than life we perceive hidden 

(d) We perceive life more than hidden 

(e) No correction required 

 

10. Calamities and indigence in the past was afflicting more than at present. 

(a) Were more afflicting 

(b) Was afflicted more 

(c) Were more afflict 

(d) Was afflict more 

(e) No correction required 
 

11. Because of scientific progress, we except to live better than our parents have. 
(a) Should except to live better than our parents 
(b) Except of live as good as our parents live 
(c) Expect to live better than our parents did 

(d) Expected to live better than our parents 

(e) No correction required 

12. There the distance is not too much I prefer walking on foot than waiting for a bus. 

(a) Than wait for the  

(b) Than no waiting for 

(c) To waiting for a 

(d) Rather than waiting for 

(e) No correction required 

 



 

 

13. Claims that his proposal is preferable than that of any other employee. 

(a) Preferable than for 

(b) Preferable for than 

(c) Preferably more than that of  

(d) Preferably required  

 

14. Always claims to be superior than everyone in his company. 

(a) Claims to be superior than 

(b) Claim to be superior than 

(c) Claimed to superiority over 

(d) Claims to be superior to  

(e) None of these 

 

15. Visit the Shrine throughout the year but influx has great during festival days. 

(a) Influx was great 

(b) Has great influx 

(c) Has been great influx 
(d) Influx is greater 

 
16. We must concentrate more on the prevention and not only the cure of diseases. 
(a) Than on the cure 

(b) And also the cure 

(c) Bout also the cure 

(d) And the cure 

(e) No correction required 

 

17. In an attempt to boost their profits, many edible oil producing companies have been engaged themselves 

in propaganda commonly used oils and promoting exotic and expensive varieties of oils as more healthier 

options. 

(a) As most healthiest options 

(b) As less healthy option 

(c) As a healthier option 

(d) As much health 

(e) No correction required 

18. Sachin is older of the two sons. 

(a) Is older than 

(b) Will be older of 

(c) Is elder than 

(d) Is older of  

(e) No correction required 

 

19. Aruna is wiser than all her friends. 



 

 

(a) More wise than most of  
(b) More wise than all of 
(c) More wiser than most of 
(d) More wise than  
(e) No correction required 

 
20. Many Indian companies import components from China as they are cheap compared to those 

manufactured locally. 
(a) As they are cheap as 
(b) Because it is cheaper 
(c) Since these are cheaper 
(d) Which is cheap 
(e) No correction required 

 
21. The prices of pulses have risen because productions were low compared demand. 
(a) Lower compared to 
(b) Is lower comparable 

(c) Will be lower for 

(d) Is lower than  

(e) No correction required 

 

22. Medical tourism will not make any difference to Indian despite it will mean more great profit hospitals but 

will not create subsidized treatment for Indians. 

(a) However it will result greater 

(b) Because it will mean more great 

(c) As it will mean greater 
(d) Also it will mean more great 
(e) No correction required 

 
23. The company is our rival since it provides similar services to our in a lowest rate. 
(a) With lowest of rate 
(b) In low rate 
(c) For as lower rates 

(d) At lower rates 

(e) No correction required 

Direction: In the question, one sentence has been split into four parts. There is an error in one part. Identify 

the error: 

24. Your father (a) / does not know (b) / anymore than I do (c) / to tell you how to run your life. 

(a) your father 

(b) does not know 

(c) any more than I do, 

(d) to tell you how to run your life 

 



 

 

25. Though he was more faster than his opponent on the field, his chances of winning the race was low as he 

lack instinct. 

(a) Though he was faster than his opponent on the field 

(b) As he was faster than his opponent on the field 

(c) Though he was more fast from his opponent on the field 

(d) Though he was faster than his opponent on the field 

 

26. Teacher and parents alike should realize that to say a  particular child is better than the other is doing a 

great to both the children. 

(a) Say a particular child is better than the other is doing a great injustice to the former 

(b) Say a particular child is better than the other is doing a great injustice to both of them 

(c) Say a particular child is better than the other is doing a great injustice to both of children 

(d) Say a particular child is better than the other is doing a great injustice to both the children 

 

27. The more they earn, more they spend 

(a) More they earn, more they spend 

(b) More they earn, the more they spend 

(c) The more they earn, the more they spend 

(d) No improvement 

 

28. It is easier walking than run. 

(a) Easier walking to running 

(b) Easier to walk than to run 

(c) Easier walking than running 

(d) No improvement 

 

29. Are you more cleverer than us? 

(a) Cleverer to us 

(b) More cleverer to us 

(c) Cleverer than us 

(d) No improvement 

 

30. The greater the demand, higher the price. 

(a) High 

(b) The high 

(c) The higher 

(d) No improvement 

 

31. I prefer to ride than to walk. 

(a) Riding to walking 

(b) Ride to walk 



 

 

(c) Riding than walking 

(d) No improvement 

 

32. He is the poorest of the two workers. 

(a) The poorer of  

(b) The poorest between 

(c) Poorest of  

(d) No improvement 

 

33. Is respect really preferably than money? 

(a) Preferably to money 

(b) Preferred for money 

(c) Preferable than money 

(d) No improvement 

 

34. I prefer remaining silent to speaking 

(a) Than 

(b) More than 

(c) Rather than 

(d) No improvement 

 

35. Akbar had a great reign than Babar. 

(a) Largest 

(b) Wise  

(c) Longer 
(d) No improvement 
 
36. Nisha is more funnier than Natasha 
(a) Funnier 

(b) Funniest 

(c) Quite funny 

(d) No improvement 

37. I always prefer staying indoors to go out on a summer day. 
(a) Than to go out 
(b) Than going out 
(c) To going out 
(d) No improvement 
 
38. I have never seen a more bad film than this. 
(a) A worse 
(b) A more worse 
(c) A worst 
(d) No improvement 



 

 

 
39. I prefer tea rather than coffee. 
(a) And 
(b) Over 
(c) To  
(d) No improvement 
 
40. She prefers tea then coffee. 
(a) Tea to 
(b) Tea over 
(c) Tea more than 
(d) No improvement 
 
41. The more they earn, more they spend on luxury items. 
(a) More they should spend 
(b) The more they spend 
(c) To more they ought to spend 
(d) No improvement 
 
42. An orangutan’s intelligence is as superior to that of man. 
(a) Is more superior to 
(b) Is superior to 
(c) Is superior than that of  
(d) No improvement 
 
43. Blood is thicker of water 
(a) Thicker to water 
(b) Warner from water 
(c) Thicker than water 
(d) No improvement 

 
44. Though I am tall, I feel inferior from others. 
(a) Upon other 
(b) To others 
(c) Than others 
(d) No improvement 

 
45. I must quit the job now if I prefer a better one. 
(a) It’s time I quit the job I prefer a better one 
(b) It’s time I quit the better job if I prefer 
(c) It’s time the job quits me before I get the better job. 
(d) No improvement 
 
46.  Ranita is tallest of the two sisters. 
(a) Most tall of the two sisters 
(b) The tall girl of the two sisters 
(c) The taller of the two sisters. 



 

 

(d) No improvement 
 
47. Most teenagers these days prefer play cricket to pursuing other hobbies. 
(a) Preferably played 
(b) Prefer playing 
(c) Preferred to playing 
(d) Prefer to play 
(e) No correction required 
 
48. My uncle couldn’t rise up from his bed no more. 
(a) Any farther 
(b) Any further 
(c) Any more 
(d) No improvement 
 
49. Our armed forces are superior to those of any other country in the world. 
(a) Superior than 
(b) Superior from 
(c) Superior over 
(d) No improvement 
 
50. The more they earn, that much they spend 
(a) More they earn, more they spend 
(b) More they earn, the more they spend 
(c) The more they earn, the more they spend 
(d) No improvement 
 
51. There is nothing quite disheartening than sickness in man. 
(a) A disheartening 
(b) Most disheartening 
(c) More disheartening 
(d) No improvement 
 
52. During the Miss World contest in London, it was a difficult moment to decide where Miss India or Miss 

Greece is the most beautiful. 
(a) Was more beautiful 
(b) Was the most beautiful 
(c) Is more beautiful 
(d) No improvement 
 
53. Cricketers in India earn high salaries in relation with other sports. 
(a) In comparsion 
(b) In comparison with those in 
(c) In relation to 
(d) When compared to 
(e) No correction required 
 



 

 

54. He succeeded in getting the promotion as the performed well than the other candidates in the written 
test. 

(a) Performed best of  
(b) Performed better 
(c) Performance was better 
(d) Performing very well 
(e) No correction required 
 
55. In less than two days the missing dog was back home. 
(a) For fewer than 
(b) For lesser than 
(c) In lesser than 
(d) Within lesser than 
(e) No correction required 
 
56. The director prefers your proposal than that given by the other employees. 

A. Proposition than that given 
B. Proposal to that given 

(a) Only A 

(b) Only B 

(c) Either A or B 

(d) No correction required 

 

ANSWER: 

1. (a) 2. (e) 3. (c) 4. (a) 5. (b) 6. (d) 7. (b) 8. (a) 9. (e) 10. (a)  

11.(c) 12. (c) 13. (d) 14. (d) 15. (d) 16. (a)17. (c) 18. (d) 19. (e) 20. (c) 

21. (d) 22. (c) 23. (d) 24. (c) 25. (d) 26. (c) 27. (c) 28. (a) 29. (c) 30. (c)  

31. (a) 32.(a) 33. (a) 34. (d) 35. (c) 36. (a) 37. (c) 38. (a) 39. (c) 40. (a)  

41. (b) 42. (b) 43. (c) 44. (b) 45. (a) 46.(c) 47. (b) 48. (b) 49. (d) 50. (c)  

51.(c) 52. (a) 53. (b) 54. (b) 55. (e) 56. (b)      


